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A two-pulse NMR nutation spectroscopy scheme is suggested therefore considered irrelevant in this context (8). The longi-
ove
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that leads to a new type of spin echoes. The amplitude of the
radiofrequency (RF) pulses as well as the external magnetic field
are assumed to be subject to gradients G1 and G0, respectively, in
he same but otherwise arbitrary direction. Multiple echoes are
redicted and observed at times k(G1/G0)t1 and t 7 k(G1/G0)t1

(k 5 1, 2, 3, . . .) after the second RF pulse, where t1 represents the
adiofrequency pulse duration, and t is the spacing of the RF
ulses. Based on these echoes, a method for diffusion measure-
ents is proposed that simultaneously provides the spin–lattice

elaxation time and the self-diffusion coefficient. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: nutation; radiofrequency amplitude gradients; de-
agnetizing field; multiple echoes; rotary echoes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of rotary echoes by Solomon (1), the use
of gradients of the radiofrequency (RF) amplitude has pr
to be of interest for self-diffusion and flow measurements (2–5)

s well as for NMR imaging (6, 7). A review of the possibil
ties and applicability of this technique can be found in R
8).

The methods for self-diffusion or flow measurements
gested so far consist of two pulses of the RF amplitude gra
with an evolution intervalt in between. The gradients of t
RF amplitude are assumed to be aligned along thex axis of the
laboratory frame, so that spatially varying flip anglesa( x) are

roduced. The first pulse splits the equilibrium magnetiza
n longitudinal and transverse components both modu
long thex axis. Neglecting relaxation and diffusion proces

during the pulses and assuming that the transverse magn
tion component is completely spoiled duringt, the longitudina
omponent is the only one that can provide information a
iffusion or spin–lattice relaxation.
The second pulse splits the longitudinal magnetization
aining at the end of the evolution interval again into tra

erse and longitudinal components. The transverse comp
s modulated along thex axis of the laboratory frame. N
ignal arises on these grounds because the average tran
agnetization in the sample is zero. These coherences

1 On leave from the Department of Physics, Technical University,
luj-Napoca, Romania.
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tudinal component was merely suggested to be read out
the aid of a “homogeneous” 90° pulse. This 90° pulse ca
generated either electronically (8) by using a second RF co
producing homogeneous RF fields or with the aid of an “
abatic” RF pulse (9). The signal recorded in this way w
shown to be subject to diffusion and spin–lattice relaxatio
the t interval.

The first objective of this work is to propose a much sim
method providing the same information: Both RF pulses
subject to the same amplitude gradient. No homogeneou
pulse is needed. The longitudinal magnetization compo
after the second RF pulse then influences the evolution o
transverse component only due to demagnetizing field ef

In the method to be described, a constant gradientG0 of the
main magnetic fieldB0 is additionally employed in the sam
direction as the gradientG1 of the RF field amplitudeB1. As
a consequence, the coherences underlying the transvers
ponent are refocused and form spin echoes (10–13). Note tha
the gradientG0 need not be pulsed. On the contrary, keepin
stationary helps to dephase undesired coherences after th
RF pulse. Actually, gradients of the external magnetic field
to intentionally imperfect shimming may be sufficient for t
purpose.

As concerns RF, only a single coil is needed for transmi
as well as receiving purposes. In order to have a strong
reasonably constant gradient of the RF amplitude, we
used a conic coil shape (see Fig. 1) as described under E
imental. Other coil geometries (5, 8, 14) may be suitable a
well.

Another objective of this work is to demonstrate theo
cally and experimentally thatmultiple nonlinear echoesare
generated by a two-pulse RF gradient sequence in high en
magnetic fields. The origin of these echoes is coherence
lution in the modulated demagnetizing field produced by
longitudinal magnetization component after the second
pulse. This experiment will be called “two-pulse nutation
periment” leading to “two-pulse nutation echoes” in contra
the single-pulse nutation variant treated in Ref. (13). Both
cases represent mixed rotating-frame/laboratory frame c
ence evolution schemes, that is, coherences partly evolve
rotating-frame conditions and partly in the form of free e
0
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46 ARDELEAN, SCHARFENECKER, AND KIMMICH
lution. A pure rotating-frame experiment leading to multip
rotary echoes as counterparts to the conventional rotary
(1) was described in Ref. (13).

2. THEORY

Let us consider an ensemble of uncoupled spinsI 5 1
2

subject to the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 2. The
“uncoupled” is to be understood in the sense that there
indirect (orJ) coupling and that short-distance intermolec
dipolar coupling is averaged to zero by molecular motion.
criterion for the latter is determined by the root-mean-squ
displacement the spin-bearing particles reach in the cour
the evolution time. In liquids of low viscosity, this “motion
averaging zone” has a diameter in the order of microme
That is, the only couplings to be taken into account here
to a length scale far beyond any molecular dimension. L
distance dipolar coupling involves many particles by natur
is usually taken into account in the continuum (or mean-fi
limit that can be treated with the aid of thedemagnetizing fie
at the sites of the dipoles to be considered (15–20).

The demagnetizing field depends on the spatial distrib
of the magnetization.M (r ) and, as a consequence, also on
shape of the sample (16). If the magnetization is distribute
homogeneously in all ellipsoidal sample, the demagnet
field is homogeneous as well and even exactly cancels a
position of the probe nuclei if the sample shape is sphe
Provided that the RF gradient is strong enough, any sa
shape effects can be neglected and we restrict ourselves
case in which the magnetization becomes spatially depe

FIG. 1. Geometry of the conic coil used for the production of gradien
the RF amplitude. This coil was used both as transmitter and as receive
The B1 gradient underlying the RF pulses and the gradientG0 of the main

agnetic field are assumed along thex axis of the laboratory frame.
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means that a modulation of the magnetization along a dire
with unit vectorus arises. The spatial distribution of the-
sulting demagnetizing field is then given by (15)

Bd~r ! 5 m0DFMz~s!uz 2
1

3
M ~s!G , [1]

where

D 5
3~us z uz!

2 2 1

2
[2]

andm0 is the magnetic field constant. Here the coordinate a
theus direction iss 5 r z us and the unit vectoruz is directed
along the magnetic field relevant for coherence evolutio
the absence of RF irradiation, this field is given by the exte
magnetic flux densityB0 5 B0uz. If the RF gradient is no
strong enough the sample shape effects have to be cons
numerically (23).

As a consequence, any spatial modulation of the mag
ation leads to small but finite demagnetizing fields supe
osed to the external magnetic field. As concerns thez com-
onent, such a modulation is already produced by the
xcitation pulses which are assumed to be subject to a
iently strongB1 gradient. The length scale on which the po

symmetry of the magnetization distribution is broken by
inhomogeneous excitation depends on the strength of thB1

gradient and the pulse widtht1. Under realistic circumstanc
it is again extremely long relative to molecular dimensions
typically exceeds 10mm, that is, the continuum limit is ve
safely fulfilled.

For the treatment of the two-pulse nutation experiment
resented by the pulse sequence in Fig. 2, we assume that
field amplitude is always and everywhere in the sample m
larger than the demagnetizing field that arises as a conseq
of the z magnetization grid set up in the course of theB1

gradient pulses. Otherwise the field effective in the rota

FIG. 2. Sequence for the generation of two-pulse nutation echoes
phase of the RF pulses is arbitrary. The only condition is that the direct
the external gradientG0 and of the RF gradientsG1 coincide.

f
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47TWO-PULSE NUTATION ECHOES
resonance contributions.
The RF pulse amplitudeB1 is subject to a strong gradie

across the sample. The flip angle then becomes a functi
the position along theB1 gradient direction, i.e.,a 5 a(r ). If
he gradient is strong enough, the RF pulse flips the
agnetization vectors in such a way that they are distribut
ifferent directions along theB1 gradient axis. In case theB1

gradient is spatially constant within the sample, which,
simplicity, will be assumed in the following, the longitudina
well as the transverse magnetization components will be
ulated periodically along theB1 gradient direction.

In the pulse scheme shown in Fig. 2 the rotating-frame p
irection is arbitrarily chosen to bex. TheB0 andB1 gradients

are both assumed along thex axis of the laboratory fram
Based on the linear Taylor expansion term of the equilib
density operator, the spin states generated by the first exci
pulse can be represented by the reduced density operat
prived from all constant terms and factors as

s~ x, t1! 5 I ysin@a~ x, t1!# 1 I zcos@a~ x, t1!#, [3]

whereI x andI z are components of the spin vector operator
the B1 gradient is to be constant within the sample, we h

a~ x, t1! 5 gnG1xt1, [4]

whereG1 5 (B1( x))/ x.
In the following two limiting situations of coherence evo

tion during thet interval are considered. First we treat the c
in which coherences are not spoiled during free evolu
(T*2 . t) and in which demagnetizing-field effects can
neglected (case I). The latter condition means that the ex
magnetic flux density is low enough. The second, opp
approach takes the demagnetizing field into account and
ipates that all coherences have disappeared at the end
pulse interval due to transverse relaxation and magnetic
inhomogeneities (T*2 ! t) (case II).

2.1. Case I

In the pulse interval,t, the coherences represented by Eq
(first term on the right-hand side) evolve in the presence o
main magnetic field gradientG0 and under the influence
relaxation effects. The latter can be accounted for a post
in a phenomenological way as suggested in Ref. (21) on the

asis of the well-known solutions of the conventional Bl
quations. Both influences are independent of each othe
an be treated one after another. The reduced density op
ust before the second pulse is then (see Ref. (13))

s~ x, t1 1 t! 5 I z@~1 2 e2~t /T1!! 1 cosa~ x, t1!e
2~t /T1!#

1 @I ycosw~ x, t! 1 I xsin w~ x, t!#

3 sin a~ x, t1!e
2~t /T2!, [5]
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w~ x, t! 5 gG0xt [6]

represents the local phase shift arising from evolution in
gradient of the main magnetic field in a timet. T1 andT2 are
the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times, respecti

The second RF pulse, [a( x, t 1)] x, converts the densi
operator into

s~ x, 2t1 1 t!

5 I xsin w~ x, t!sin a~ x, t1!e
2~t /T2! 1 I y

3 Fsina~x, t1!~1 2 e2~t /T1!! 1
1

2
sin 2a~ x, t1!e

2~t /T1!

1
1

2
sin 2a~ x, t1!cosw~ x, t!e2~t /T2!G

1 Iz@cosa~ x, t1!~1 2 e2~t /T1!! 1 cos2a~ x, t1!e
2~t /T1!

2 sin2a~ x, t1!cosw~ x, t!e2~t /T2!#. [7]

The I z term in Eq. [7] represents longitudinal magnetiza
and does not contribute to the signal. Moreover, demagne
fields (see the following section) are negligible at this stag
that this term can be discarded.

The evolution of spin coherences after the second p
under the influence of the external field gradient,G0, and
relaxation effects leads to

s~ x, 2t1 1 t 1 t2!

5 @I xcosw~ x, t2! 2 I ysin w~ x, t2!#

3 sin a~ x, t1!sin w~ x, t!e2~t2/T2!e2~t /T2!

1 @I xsin w~ x, t2! 1 I ycosw~ x, t2!#

3Fsina~x,t1!~1 2 e2~t /T1!! 1
1

2
sin 2a~ x, t1!e

2~t /T1!

1
1

2
sin2a~ x,t1!cosw~ x,t!e2~t /T2!Ge2~t2/T2!. [8]

The complex transverse magnetization corresponding to
reduced density operator reads (20)

M1~ x, t! 5 Mx~ x, t! 1 iM y~ x, t!

5 2M0Tr$s~ x, 2t1 1 t 1 t2!~I x 1 iI y!%. [9]
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M1~ x, t! 5 iM 0e
2iw~ x, t2!Fsin a~ x, t1!~1 2 e2~t /T1!!

3 e2~t2/T2! 1
1

2
sin 2a~ x, t1!e

2~t /T1!e2~t2/T2!

2 i sin a~ x, t1!sin w~ x, t!e2~~t1t2!/T2!

2
i

2
sin 2a~ x, t1!cosw~ x, t!e2~~t1t2!/T2!G .

[10]

The signals to be expected are proportional to the trans
magnetization averaged over all positionsx within the sample
This average will be zero unless the terms in Eq. [10]
independent of position.

For the first term in Eq. [10] this condition is met fort 5
t 1 1 t 2 5 t 1 1 (G1/G0)t 1, that is, an echo is expected w
the amplitude

A~t2! 5
M0

2
~1 2 e2~t /T1!!e2~t2/T2!. [11]

The origin of this echo is the unmodulatedz-component in Eq
[5] originating from longitudinal relaxation during the evo
tion interval.

The average of the second term on the right-hand side o
[10] vanishes unlesst 5 t 1 1 2t 2 5 t 1 1 2(G1/G0)t 1.

orrespondingly, an echo appears with the amplitude

A~2t2! 5
M0

4
e2~t /T1!e2~2t2/T2!. [12]

This echo can be traced back to the modulatedz-componen
term in Eq. [5]. Note that this signal will be sensitive
diffusion effects during thet interval.

The third term in Eq. [10] leads to echoes with maxim
t 5 t 1 1 t 7 t 2 5 t 1 1 t 7 (G1/G0)t 1. The amplitudes ar

A~t 7 t2! 5 6
M0

4
e2~~2t7t2!/T2!. [13]

Finally, the fourth term causes echoes att 5 t 1 1 t 7 2t 2 5

1 1 t 7 2(G1/G0)t 1 with the amplitudes

A~t 7 2t2! 5 6i
M0

8
e2~~2t72t2!/T2!. [14]

These echoes are due to the uncanceled transverse com
in Eq. [5]. For the generation of the latter two types of ech
a gradientG0 during the evolution intervalt is required
rse

e

q.

t

nent
s,

the gradientG0 is applied only after the second pulse.

2.2. Case II

Let us now turn to the limitT*2 ! t, that is, the transver
components at the end of thet interval are completely spoile
and cannot be refocused. Therefore they need not be co
ered any longer. The only spin operator term relevant fo
formation of echoes is identical with the first term in Eq.
and is converted by the second RF pulse into

s~2t1 1 t! 5 I z@cosa~ x, t1!~1 2 e2~t /T1!!

1cos2a~ x, t1!e
2~t /T1!# 1 I yFsina~ x, t1!

3~12 e2~t /T1!! 1
1

2
sin 2a~ x, t1!e

2~t /T1!G .

[15]

Both terms are modulated along thex-direction. The transvers
component evolves from now on in the presence of the de
netizing field created by the longitudinal component.

The longitudinal component itself is not changed by
evolution and does not contribute to the signal. The co
sponding operator term can therefore be dropped. The eff
the demagnetizing field originating from it must, however
taken into account. The demagnetizing field can be obta
from Eq. [1] as

Bd 5 m0DM0cosa~ x, t1!~1 2 e2~t /T1!!

1 m0D
M0

2
cos 2a~ x, t1!e

2~t /T1!, [16]

with D 5 1
2 in this case. It originates from the two contribution

the longitudinal magnetization, the modulated one and the
modulated one. In the above equation we have used cos2a 5 (cos
2a 1 1)/2, and we have neglected the contribution to the de
netizing field coming from the unmodulated part. This unmo
lated contribution merely affects the precession frequency a
not responsible for the generation of multiple echoes.

As shown above, multiple echoes are predicted in inte
t 2 5 (G1/G0)t 1. For a suitable ratioG1/G0 these intervals ca
be adjusted to be short enough to justify the neglect of lo
tudinal relaxation in these intervals for simplicity. That ist 2

! T1. The transverse component evolves under the influ
of an external gradient,G0, and the demagnetizing field giv
in Eq. [16] according to

s~ x, 2t1 1 t 1 t2!

5 @I ycos~w~ x, t2! 1 wd1~ x, t2! 1 wd2~ x, t2!!

1 I xsin~w~ x, t2! 1 wd1~ x, t2! 1 wd2~ x, t2!!#



3 sina~x,t !~12 e2~t /T1!! 1
1

sin 2a~ x, t !e2~t /T1!

th

B
t f
e ctio
e

,

[2

e2i ~w1wd11wd27a!
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F 1 2 1 G
3 e2~t2/T2!. [17]

The local phase shifts due to the two contributions to
demagnetizing field (see Eq. [16]) are

wd1~ x, t2! 5 gm0DM0t2~1 2 e2~t /T1!!cosa~ x, t1!

5 j1~t2!cosa~ x, t1! [18]

wd2~ x, t2! 5 gm0D
M0

2
t2e

2~t /T1!cos 2a~ x, t1!

5 j2~t2!cos 2a~ x, t1!. [19]

w( x, t 2) is given by Eq. [6].
The complex magnetization can now be computed as

M1~ x, t! 5
M0

2
~1 2 e2~t /T1!!e2~t2/T2!

3 @e2i ~w~ x,t2!1wd1~ x,t2!1wd2~ x,t2!2a~ x,t1!!

2 e2i ~w~ x,t2!1wd1~ x,t2!1wd2~ x,t2!1a~ x,t1!!#

1
M0

4
e2~t /T1!e2~t2/T2!

3 @e2i ~w~ x,t2!1wd1~ x,t2!1wd2~ x,t2!22a~ x,t1!!

2 e2i ~w~ x,t2!1wd1~ x,t2!1wd2~ x,t2!12a~ x,t1!!#. [20]

ecause the signal represents an average over allx-positions in
he sample, and in order to analyze the appearance o
choes, Eq. [20] can be rewritten using the Bessel fun
xpansion (15, 22),

eijcosa 5 O
n52`

1`

i nJn~j!eina, [21]

and the properties of Bessel functions,Jn(j), of integer order

Jn21~j! 2 Jn11~j! 5 2
d

dj
Jn~j!, [22]

J2n~j! 5 ~21! nJn~j!. [23]

With these transformations, the exponential terms in Eq.
can be expressed as
e

the
n

0]

5 6 O
k,m52`

1`

~2i ! k2m21Jk22m71~j1!Jm~j2!e
igx~kG1t12G0t2!

[24]
e2i ~w1wd11wd272a!

5 6i O
k,m52`

1`

~2i ! k2m21Jk22m72~j1!Jm~j2!e
igx~kG1t12G0t2!.

[25]

quation [20] thus takes the more convenient form,

M1~ x, t! [26]

5 M0 O
k,m52`

1`

~2i ! k2m21H ~k 2 2m!

j1~t2!
Jk22m~j1~t2!!

3 Jm~j2~t2!!~1 2 e2~t /T1!!e2~t2/T2!

1
i

4
@ Jk22m22~j1~t2!! 1 Jk22m12~j1~t2!!#

3 Jm~j2~t2!!e
2~t /T1!e2~t2/T2!Jeigx~kG1t12G0t2!. [26]

Equation [26] becomes independent of the position if

t2 5 k
G1

G0
t1, [27]

with k 5 1, 2, 3, . . . , that is, multiple echoes appear.
amplitude can be computed by employing the approxima
for Bessel functions (22)

Jn~j! >
1

n! S j

2D
n

, [28]

which applies to times complying to the conditionj i(t 2) ! 1
(i 5 1, 2).

Based on Eq. [26], the amplitude of the echo appearing a
time t 2 5 t 2 5 (G1/G0)t 1 (k 5 1) after the second pul
becomes

A~t2! 5
M0

2
~1 2 e2~t /T1!!e2~t2/T2! 1 ~higher order terms!.

[29]

The echo att 2 5 2t 2 5 2(G1/G0)t 1 (k 5 2) has the
amplitude



A~2t ! 5
M0

e2~t /T1!e2~2t2/T2! 1 ~higher order terms!. [30]
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2 4

Here we have restricted ourselves tozero order terms. The
higher orderterms representing contributions to the amplit
of these echoes due to the demagnetizing field have
neglected. These higher order contributions are expect
produce echoes att 2 5 3t 2 (k 5 3) andt 2 5 4t 2 (k 5 4).

he echo att 2 5 3t 2 has the amplitude

A~3t2! 5 2i
3

8
gm0M 0

2t2~1 2 e2~t /T1!!e2~t /T1!e2~3t2/T2!

1 ~higher order terms!. [31]

This echo represents mixed contributions from both
modulated and modulated longitudinal terms in Eq. [5].
zero order terms exist at this time, and only thefirst order
terms were retained. The echo appearing att 2 5 4t 2 (k 5 4)

as the amplitude

A~4t2! 5 2i
1

8
gm0M 0

2t2e
2~2t /T1!e2~4t4/T2!

1 ~higher order terms!, [32]

here only the first order terms have been retained agai
Analyzing the above expressions we conclude that a c

ion for the observation of higher order echoes is an equ
ium magnetization large enough and/or an intervalt2 long
nough. The position of these echoes can be chosen by v

he ratioG1/G0.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were carried out at 293 K using a Br
DPX400 NMR spectrometer. The equilibrium magnetizatio
B0 ' 9.4 T is high enough to permit the detection of nonlin
echoes (15, 17–19). The gradient of the radiofrequency am
tude was produced with a four-turn conic coil tuned to
MHz. It was used both as transmitter and as receiver coil
dimensions are given in Fig. 1.

In order to avoid perceptible diffusion effects, a poly
methyl siloxane) (PDMS) sample with a weight average
lecular weight ofMw 5 17,000 and relaxation timesT1 5 1.52
s, T2 5 318 ms, was chosen at a test substance. The s
ube diameter was 4 mm with a filling height of 3 mm. T
ample was placed in the RF coil as shown in Fig. 1.
The pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 2.t1 represents the R

gradient pulse duration andt the interpulse interval. A consta
gradient G0 ; 10 mT/m of the main magnetic field w
applied during the whole pulse sequence by intentionally
perfect shimming. The gradient of the RF amplitude
estimated to beG1 ; 320 mT/m, which justifies the neglect
sample shape effects. The gradient of the main magnetic
e
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G0, was adjusted such that thet2 intervals were long enough
avoid nutation multiple echo overlap while ensuring det
able signal intensities. Note that the amplitude of the
linear echoes is proportional tot2 according to Eqs. [31
and [32].

Figure 3 shows typical echo trains following the second
pulse. The pulse width wast1 5 600ms and the pulse spaci
t 5 750 ms. In total, 100 transients were accumulated w
repetition time of 10 s. Linear echoes appear at timest 5 t 1 1
t 2 5 t 1 1 19 ms (e1) andt 5 t 1 1 2t 2 5 t 1 1 38 ms (e2).
Nonlinear echoes (magnified in the figure) are formed att 5
t 1 1 3t 2 5 t 1 1 57 ms (e3) andt 5 t 1 1 4t 2 5 t 1 1 76
ms (e4) in agreement with the theoretical predictions. N
that, under the present experimental conditions, coher
completely relax during the evolution intervalt.

If the coherences are not completely spoiled during
evolution intervalt, further echo groups appear as show
Fig. 4 in addition to those shown in Fig. 3. The second g
is of a linear character and is predicted in our theore
description to show up att 5 t 1 1 t 7 t 2 (l1, r1) andt 5
t 1 1 t 7 2t 2 (l2, r2). The echo amplitudes are given by E
[13] and [14].

In addition, a number of small echoes were observed at 5
t 1 1 t 7 3t 2 (l3, r3) and t 5 t 1 1 t 7 4t 2 (l4, r4),
respectively. Presumably these are of a nonlinear nature
although they were not considered in the theoretical se
above. However, they could be computed numerically with
simulation method suggested in Ref. (23).

The echo att 5 t 1 1 t (O) is a conventional Hahn ec
produced by the twoa( x) pulses provided that the flip ang
obeys a relation of the forma( x) 5 a 0 1 gG1xt 1 where
because the amplitudeB1 is not zero at the edge of the co
a0 Þ 0. This of course is also a matter of how the samp
mounted relative to the RF coil.

FIG. 3. Echo trains in PDMS 17,000 at 293 K acquired with the aid o
pulse sequence given in Fig. 2 fort1 5 600ms and an interpulse durationt 5
750 ms. A total number of 100 transients was accumulated with a repe
time of 8 s. The echoes appearing att2 5 19 ms (e1), 2t2 5 38 ms (e2), 3t2 5
57 ms (e3), and 4t2 5 76 ms (e4) are explained in the text.
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51TWO-PULSE NUTATION ECHOES
The third and the fourth (magnified in the figure) group
echoes represent refocused coherences that can be trace
to the second group. They originate from the evolution o
unaveraged coherences under influence of the demagne
field on the same basis as discussed in Refs. (15, 17).

Figure 5 represents the intensities of the echoes belong
the first group as a function of the interpulse inter

FIG. 4. Echo trains in PDMS 17,000 at 293 K following the pulse seq
umber of 30 transients was accumulated with a repetition time of 8 s.
roup of echoes(14, . . .r4) centered att 5 t 1 1 t 5 200 ms (O) has its o

the fourth (centered att 1 1 3t) groups represent demagnetizing field eff

FIG. 5. Intensity of the nutation echoes in PDMS 17,000 at 293 K appe
at t 5 t1 1 t2 (e1), t 5 t1 1 2t2 (e2), t 5 t1 1 3t2 (e3), andt 5 t1 1 4t2 (e4) as
a function of the evolution intervalt. The solid lines were fitted to the data w
the aid of Eqs. [29]–[32]. The echo intensities are plotted to scale.
f
back
e
ing

to
l,

t(e1 . . . e4). The curves fitted to the data on the basis of
[29]–[32] are also indicated (solid line). The fits to the inten
of the first echo using Eq. [29] provides a value for
longitudinal relaxation time,T1 5 1.52 s, inagreement wit
the value separately measured with the aid of the stimu
echo pulse sequence.

This T1 value given, the intensities of all other echoese2,
e3, e4) can be fitted with only one free parameter.
discrepancy between the theory and experimental data fo
nonlinear echoes (e3, e4) can be explained by an over
effect with the linear echo appearing att 5 t 1 1 2t 2 as can b
een from Fig. 4. The echoes are represented to scale.
The dependence of the intensity of the second grou

choes on the interpulse duration is shown in Fig. 6. The
ecay allows an estimation of the relaxation time ofT2 5 318

ms in agreement with the value measured using an ord
Hahn spin echo pulse sequence.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work we have shown that multiple nuta
echoes are generated by a sequence of twoB1 gradient pulse
in the presence of a weakB0 gradient provided that the gradie
directions are the same. No homogeneous 90° reading pu
needed, so that this experiment can readily be carried ou
ordinary instruments. The main field gradient in the stre
needed can easily be produced by imperfect shimming.

The gradient of the RF amplitude was produced with the

nce shown in Fig. 2 fort1 5 600ms and an interpulse durationt 5 200ms. A total
first group of echoese1 . . . e4 is the same as that described in Fig. 2. The se

in in the unaveraged transverse component. The third (centered att 1 1 2t) and
. The echoes are explained in the text.
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52 ARDELEAN, SCHARFENECKER, AND KIMMICH
of a conic coil which can be used as transmitter and rec
coil. The detection sensitivity of this device turned out to
very favorable. The echo shape obtained with this kind of
that is, the linearity of theB1 distribution, turned out to b
superior to that produced by surface coils (8), saddle-shap
coils (12, 14), or the fringe field of solenoid coils (5).

A spin-operator formalism was used for the descriptio
coherence evolution during the pulse sequence in the pre
of demagnetizing fields. This formalism has the advantage
it is simple, straightforward, and applicable toJ-coupled spin
systems as well.

The position of the nutation echoes is a function of
gradient ratioG1/G0, that is, the echo time is sensitive to
distribution of the RF and main magnetic field gradient in
sample. This suggests applications for localized NMR s
troscopy, for instance. Nutation echoes can also be used f
determination of the self-diffusion coefficient with the adv
tage that no sophisticated hardware is needed. Furthermo
knowledge of relaxation times is unnecessary. Merely
intensity of the first (att 5 t 1 1 t 2) and the second echo
t 5 t 1 1 2t 2) is to be measured as a function of the interp
interval. The first echo, Eq. [29], is not influenced by diffus
effects because it originates from the unmodulated longitu
component in Eq. [5]. Therefore,T1 can be determined on th
basis. The second echo (coming from the modulated co
nent) is influenced both by relaxation and by diffusion. Tak
the information deduced from the intensities of the two ec
together permits one to determine the diffusion coefficien
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FIG. 6. Normalized intensity of the nutation echoes in Fig. 4 att 5 t 1 1
t 7 t 2 (l1, r1), t 5 t 1 1 t 7 2t 2 (l2, r2), andt 5 t 1 1 t (O) as a functio
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